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We re-evaluate the possibility that Earth's rotation contributes to plate tectonics on the basis of the following
observations: 1) plates move along a westerly polarized flow that forms an angle relative to the equator close
to the revolution plane of the Moon; 2) plate boundaries are asymmetric, being their geographic polarity
the first order controlling parameter; unlike recent analysis, the slab dip is confirmed to be steeper along
W-directed subduction zones; 3) the global seismicity depends on latitude and correlates with the decadal
oscillations of the excess length of day (LOD); 4) the Earth's deceleration supplies energy to plate tectonics
comparable to the computed budget dissipated by the deformation processes; 5) the Gutenberg–Richter
law supports that the whole lithosphere is a self-organized system in critical state, i.e., a force is acting
contemporaneously on all the plates and distributes the energy over the whole lithospheric shell, a
condition that can be satisfied by a force acting at the astronomical scale.
Assuming an ultra-low viscosity layer in the upper asthenosphere, the horizontal component of the tidal
oscillation and torque would be able to slowly shift the lithosphere relative to the mantle.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The energy budget of plate tectonics and the basic mechanisms
that move plates are far to be entirely understood. A very large
number of papers have suggested strong evidence for a system driven
primarily by lateral density heterogeneities, controlled by the thermal
cooling of the Earth, particularly with the cool slab pulling the
attached plates (Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2003). However, a
number of issues contradict a simple thermal model capable to
generate the Earth's geodynamics (Anderson, 1989). Large plates
move coherently, being decoupled at the LVZ (Fig. 1). They show that
the force acting on them is uniformly distributed and not concentrated
to their margins. For example, the inferred slab pull would be stronger
than the strength plates can sustain under extension (pull). Moreover,
the geological and geophysical asymmetries of rift and subduction
zones as a function of their polarity (Doglioni et al., 2007) may be
interpreted as controlled by some astronomical mechanical shear
(Scoppola et al., 2006).
The interest in the Earth's rotation as driving plate tectonics goes

back to the theory of Wegener and to a number of papers in the early
seventies (Bostrom, 1971; Knopoff and Leeds, 1972). This relation is
based on the observation that plates have, for example, a westerly
directed polarization relative to Antarctica (Le Pichon, 1968) or re-

lative to the hotspot reference frame (Ricard et al., 1991; Gripp and
Gordon, 2002; Crespi et al., 2007).
In this article we review a number of topics about the rotational

contribution to plate tectonics, finally proposing a mechanical model
to explain it.

2. Evidences for a worldwide asymmetry

It has been shown how plate motions followed and follow a
mainstream (Fig. 2) that can be reconstructed from ocean magnetic
anomalies and space geodesy data (Doglioni,1990; Crespi et al., 2007).
This flow is polarized toward the “west” relative to themantle. The net
rotation is only an average value in the deep hotspot reference frame,
but it rises to a complete polarization in the shallow hotspot reference
frame (Fig. 2). The latitude range of the net rotation equator is about
the same of the Moonmaximum declination range (±28°) during the
nutation period (≈18.6 yr). Further indications come from the fact
that the induced geopotential variations and the solid Earth tide
modeling (McCarthy and Petit, 2004) generate maximum amplitudes
of the Earth bulges (≈30 cm) propagating progressively within the
same latitude range. In particular, the track of the semidiurnal bulge
crest is about directed from E to W, as small circles moving from
latitudes 28° to 18°, when the Moon moves from maximum to min-
imum declinations (the same happens at negative latitudes for the
opposite bulge), thus suggesting a role of rotational and tidal drag
effects (Bostrom, 2000; Crespi et al., 2007).
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Tectonic features on Earth show profound asymmetries as a
function of their geographic polarity. A long list of signatures marks
the distinction between orogens and related subduction zones and rift
zones (Zhang and Tanimoto, 1993; Doglioni et al., 2003). These
differences can be observed moving along the undulated flow of plate
motions (Crespi et al., 2007; Doglioni et al., 2007) and diminish if east-
versus west-facing structures are compared. The orogens associated
with E- or NE-directed slabs (orogens of type A) are more elevated
(N1000m)with respect towhat is observed at the steeperW-directed
slabs, where the accretionary prisms (orogens of type B) have much
lower average elevation (−1250 m), as shown in Fig. 3. The rocks
outcropping along the orogens related to the E- or NE-directed sub-
duction zones represent the entire crust and upper mantle section,
whereas at the W-directed slab, the accretionary prisms are most-
ly composed by sedimentary and upper-crust rocks. Therefore oro-
gens of type A have much deeper decoupling planes with respect
to orogens of type B. The foredeep has lower subsidence rates
(b0.2 mm/yr) along E- or NE-directed subduction zones with respect
to the W-directed ones, where the foredeep-trench subsidence is
much faster (N1 mm/yr). Along the E- or NE-directed subduction
zones, the subduction hinge moves toward the upper plate, whereas it
generally moves away from the upper plate along the W-directed
subduction zones. This asymmetric behavior implies, on average, a
three times faster lithospheric recycling into the mantle along
W-directed subduction zones and provides evidence for polarized
mantle convection. Gravity, heat flow anomalies, seismicity, etc. also
support these differences, and along rift zones, the eastern flank is, on
average, 100–300 m shallower than the western flank (Fig. 3).

Another critical issue is the dip of the subduction zones. The slab
dip has been the topic of a number of researches (e.g., Jarrard, 1986).
During the seventies it was noticed that the western Pacific slabs are
steeper than the eastern side (Isacks and Barazangi, 1977). This asym-
metry has been used (Nelson and Temple, 1972; Dickinson, 1978;
Uyeda and Kanamori, 1979; Doglioni, 1990; 1993) to infer a mantle
flow directed toward the “east”, confirming the notion of the
“westerly” drift of the lithosphere (Le Pichon, 1968; Bostrom, 1971;
Shaw and Jackson, 1973; Moore, 1973). Recently, Lallemand et al.
(2005), based on a study where they divided each slab into a shal-
lower part (b125 km) and a deeper segment (N125 km), suggested
that the dip difference between western- and eastern-directed sub-
duction zones is not statistically significant, but they recognized that
the slabs beneath the oceanic crust are steeper than beneath the
continents. This slope difference confirms the presence of a large
asymmetry in the Pacific, where the less steep slabs with continental
lithosphere lie along the eastern margin, whereas the generally
steeper slabs (apart Japan) with oceanic lithosphere in the overriding
plate, prevail along the western Pacific margins.
The westward drift of the lithosphere implies a relative “eastward”

mantle flow (e.g. Panza et al., 2007), the decoupling taking place in the
asthenosphere whose top, generally, is deeper than 100 km. Therefore
the shallow part of the slab may not show any relevant dip difference.
Cruciani et al. (2005) carefully measured the slab dip and they

demonstrated that the slab age is not correlated to the dip of the slab,
contrary to earlier observations (e.g., Wortel, 1984). The analysis of
Cruciani et al. (2005) is deliberately limited to the uppermost 250 km
of depth because in E- or NE-directed subduction zones, seismicity

Fig. 1. Earth's cross section and related location map (red line, above), modified after Thybo (2006). Absolute shear wave velocity model includes a pronounced, global Low Velocity
Zone (LVZ) at the top of the asthenosphere, which is strongest underneath the oceans, but also clearly identifiable underneath the continents. This level is here inferred as the main
decoupling zone at the base of the lithosphere, possibly having an internal sub-layer with ultra-low viscosity, much lower than the average asthenosphere. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 2. Plate motions in the NNR reference frame (A, after Altamimi et al., 2007), in the deep (B) and shallow (C) hotspot reference frames (Crespi et al., 2007). In all reference frames
plates follow an undulate mainstream. In case C, plates have a complete “westerly” directed polarization relative to the mantle.
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does not extend systematically at greater depth, apart few areas where
it appears concentrated between 550 and 670 km depth, close to the
lower boundary of the upper mantle. The origin of these deep isolated
earthquakes remains obscure: mineral phase change (Green and
Houston, 1995), blob of detached slab, higher shear stress, shear af-
fecting an uplifted lower mantle (Doglioni et al., 2009) and therefore
they does not a priori represent the simple geometric prolongation of
the shallow part of the slab.
When comparing the slab dip between 100 and 250 km of depth,

and removing the subduction zones that are oblique with respect to
the convergence direction, as Central America, the W-directed sub-
duction zones show the larger (steeper) angles (Cruciani et al., 2005).
Moreover subduction zones, as a rule, juxtapose plates of different

thickness and composition and this generates variation in the dip, e.g.,
a thicker plate with a stiff “vertical”margin will oblige the subducting
slab to assume the shape of the overriding plate until it reaches its
base, below the decoupling layer, at a depth of 100–150 km. The
variability of the angle of obliquity of the subduction strike with
respect to the convergence direction determines a further change in
the dip of the slab, i.e., frontal subductions are steeper along the
W-directed subduction zones than along E- or NE-directed ones. This is
also evident from the foreland regional monocline that records the
initial dip of the slab (Mariotti and Doglioni, 2000). In fact the dip is, on
average, 6.1° along theW-directed subduction zones,while it is only 2.6°
along the E- or NE-directed ones (Lenci and Doglioni, 2007).
In order to test the Lallemand et al. (2005) analysis, we re-

computed the slab dip. In general, the W-directed subduction zones,
when compared to E- or NE-directed slabs, show remarkable dif-
ferences: (a) they are steeper, (b) they extend to greater depths and
(c) they present a more coherent slab-related seismicity from the
surface down to the 670 km discontinuity.
The dip of the slab perpendicular to the trench or strike of the

subduction is given in Table 1 for W-directed and E- or NE-directed
subduction zones. This measurement gives the maximum dip of the
slab, regardless of the relative motion among upper and lower plates.
In fact, the dip measured parallel to the convergence direction along a
lateral ramp of a slab appears shallower. The measurements are based
on geometries defined on the base of the seismicity (space distribu-
tion of hypocenters) alone, and not on images of inferred slabs based
on tomography.
The selected subduction zones represent most of the world slabs.

The analysis compares subduction polarity as a function of their strike
with respect to the undulate mainstream of plate motion described by
Crespi et al. (2007). The W-directed slabs are, on average, dipping
65.6°, whereas the E- or NE-directed slabs are dipping 27.1° (Fig. 4).

These results that are fully in agreement with Isacks and Barazangi
(1977) who showed that western Pacific slabs are generally steeper
than the eastern ones for most of their strike, are significantly
different from those of Lallemand et al. (2005). The reasons for this
difference could be the smearing effect that cannot be excluded in any
mantle tomography (Raykova and Panza, 2006; Anderson, 2007b),
and the arbitrary connection of the shallow slab seismicity with the
deep isolated clusters along the E- or NE-directed subduction zones, or
a combination of both. In fact, high-velocity bodies suggesting the
presence of slabs in tomographic images often do not match slab
seismicity, and the inference of slabs deeper than 250 km based on
tomographic images is velocitymodel dependent and the color palette
can be significantly misleading (e.g., Trampert et al., 2004; Anderson,
2006; 2007a,b).
There are at least three zones in the world where the same plate

with similar composition subducts contemporaneously along two
opposite subduction zones. These are 1) the central Mediterranean
where the Ionian (oceanic)–Adriatic (continental) lithosphere sub-
ducts both westward beneath the Apennines, and NE-ward beneath
the Dinarides–Hellenides; 2) the northern Australiawhere the passive
continental margins subduct westward along the Banda arc and NE-
ward along the Papua-New-Guinea subduction zone; and 3) the Mo-
lucche area where again a narrow segment of lithosphere is sinking
along opposite subduction zones. In all these cases the W-directed
slab-related seismicity, regardless of the age and composition of the
subducting lithosphere, is steeper and reaches deeper than the E- or
NE-directed one. Moreover there are no sub-vertical slabs beneath
E-directed subduction zones, neither sub-horizontal slabs along
W-directed subduction zones, whereas the contrary is observed
(e.g., Mexico, Andes from almost 0° to 15°, and Mariannas, 80–90°).
The steeper E-directed slabs are seen along the Nicaragua and New

Hebrides subduction zones, whereas the least steepW-directed slab is
along Japan. These cases that are used as arguments against the
existence of a global asymmetry, may, in fact be an exception to the
global trend explained by regional conditions. The Japan subduction is

Fig. 3. Comparison between the average topography–bathymetry of subduction zones
(left) and rift zones (right). The elevation is higher in the E- or NE-directed subduction
zones and in the E-flank of rift zones.

Table 1
Dip of the slab of the W- and E- or NE- directed subduction zones.

W-directed Slab dip
N100 km

E- or NE-directed Slab dip
N70 km

Deep
cluster

Tohoku-Japan 35° Nicaragua 50°
Kuriles-Kamchatka 45° Cascadia 18°
Molucche 3°N 50° Molucche 3°N 45°
Aleutians 55°N/160°W 50° New Hebrides 50° yes
N-New Zealand 39°S 65° Zagros 18°
Banda 55° Himalaya 15°
Tonga 58° Perù 10°S 10°
Cotabago 63° Perù-Bolivia 15°S 18° yes
Mariannas 22°N 84° Chile 22°S 21° yes
Izu-Bonin 32°N 72° Chile 24°S 21°
Izu-Bonin 27°N 83° Ecuador 3°S 20°
Apennines 72° Costarica 50°
Sandwich 69° Colombia 5°N 25°
Barbados 68° Hellenides 23°
Mariannas 12°N 85° Mexico 10°
Mariannas 19°N 84° Sumatra 100°E 32°
Vrancea 78° Sumatra 115°E 35° yes
Average 65.6° Average 27.1

Data after Ammon et al. (2008); Sacks and Okada (1974); Isacks and Barazangi (1977);
Baranzangi and Isacks (1979); Pilger (1981); Vassiliou et al. (1984); McGeary et al.
(1985); Jarrard (1986); Garfunkel et al. (1986); Oncescu and Trifu (1987); Bevis (1988);
Cahill and Isacks (1992); Oncescu and Bonjer (1997); Engdahl et al. (1998);
Gudmundsson and Sambridge (1998); Castle and Creager (1998); Gutscher et al.
(1999); Chen et al. (2001); Karato et al. (2001); Engdahl and Villaseñor (2002); Rivera
et al. (2002); Pardo et al. (2002); Billen et al. (2003); Hirth and Kohlstedt (2003); Das
(2004); Lallemand et al. (2005); Milsom (2005); Syracuse and Abers (2006); Frepoli et
al. (1996);Reyners et al. (2006); Billen and Hirth (2007); Vinnik et al. (2007);
Chiarabba et al. (2008); Espurt et al. (2008); Pérez-Campos et al. (2008); and Scalera
(2008).
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presently not following the standard kinematics of W-directed sub-
duction zones where the subduction hinge migrates away from the
upper plate; the hinge moves toward Eurasia and in fact the Japan Sea
is shrinking. On the other hand, New Hebrides and Central America
subduction zones have a relevant transpressional component (oblique
subduction), which could contribute to the steepness of the slab.
Australia is moving NNE-ward in the NNR (No-Net-Rotation reference
frame, DeMets et al., 1990), and the NNW strike of the Vanuatu-New
Hebrides trench implies that the subduction has a strong right lateral
component (lateral-oblique subduction). Moving along the southern
tip of the New Hebrides trench, where the subduction is in a frontal
geometry, the slab is much less inclined (b30°, Chatelain et al., 1993).
The New Hebrides slab is quite short, with the typical seismic gap
between 250–500 km. Similarly, the Central America slab has a left-
lateral transpressive component, it is short, and becomes more flat
along frontal segments of the subduction both to the south and to the
north.
If the study of the slab dip is made based on mantle tomography

images rather than on the space distribution of hypocenters a quite
different picture can be drawn, e.g., the E-directed slabs appear longer
and steeper. Thus this observation could be used to deny the asym-
metry emerging from the analysis of the seismicity (the space dis-
tribution of hypocenters), but it must be kept in mind that the
accuracy of the location of hypocenters clusters in the slabs (several
tens of km) is comparable, if not much better, than the mantle

tomography resolution (few hundreds of km) (e.g. Vasco et al., 2003).
This is due to the information content of the travel time data used in
tomography experiments and to the dependence, on the initial
reference velocity model, of the tomographic images that are rou-
tinely obtained by means of linear inversion. Assuming that the high-
velocity bodies inferred from tomography are real, an alternative
interpretation of these faster velocities is given by Doglioni et al.
(2009). Relative to the mantle, W-directed subduction zones provide
larger volumes of lithosphere re-entering into the mantle than the
opposite E- or NE-directed slabs, which have a low sinking angle and
could have a net motion in a direction opposed to the one of the
subduction. This kinematics is consistent with an upward suction of
the underlying mantle, with the upraising at shallower levels of
mantle rocks that are thus naturally detected as a body with velocity
higher than that of the surrounding medium. This generates on
tomographic images an inclined column, usually much broader than a
lithospheric slab, of faster mantle, which generates the phantom of a
slab. In this hypothesis, along the E- or NE-directed subduction zones,
beneath 300 km, the mantle tomography would not depict the real
slabs, possibly being misleading in the study of the subduction zones.
The seismic coupling indicates the friction at the interface between

upper and lower plates along subduction zones. This is lower along
subduction zones where backarc spreading forms (Ruff and Kanamori,
1980). Backarc extension is typical of W-directed subduction zones
where the subduction hinge migrates away relative to the upper plate

Fig. 4. Compilation of the slab dip measured along cross-sections perpendicular to the trench of most subduction zones. Each line represents the mean trace of the seismicity along
every subduction. The asymmetry is also marked by the seismic gap between around 300–550 km occurring only along the E- or NE-directed subduction zones, that are, in general,
shorter than the W-directed slabs. Some E- or NE-subduction zones present a deeper scattered cluster of hypocenters between 550–670 km which may be interpreted either as a
detached fragment of the slab, or as a portion of lower mantle sucked from below, in the wake left by the slab in its anti-subduction (exumation) motion (Doglioni et al., 2009). The
dominant down-dip compression occurs in the W-directed intraslab seismicity, whereas down-dip extension prevails along the opposed E- or NE-directed slabs. The W-directed
slabs are, on average, dipping 65.6°, whereas the average dip of the E- or NE-directed slabs, to the right, is 27.1° (see Table 1).
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(Doglioni et al., 2007). High seismic coupling occurs where the sub-
duction hinge converges relative to the upper plate, which is typical
of E- or NE-directed subduction zones.
Another further asymmetry is the state of stress within slabs.

W-directed subduction zones show predominantly down-dip com-
pression of the intraslab seismicity, whereas E- or NE-directed slabs
exhibit more frequently down-dip extension (Isacks and Molnar,
1971; Doglioni et al., 2007).
All these features have been interpreted as related to the “east-

ward” relative motion of the asthenosphere with respect to the
lithosphere, which should determine not only different metamorphic
and petrological evolutions (Peccerillo, 2005; Doglioni et al., 2007) but
also different depths and behaviors of the basal decoupling planes.
Moreover a relatively cooler mantle has been envisaged at the Earth's
equator (Bonatti et al., 1993), favoring the idea of a rotational com-
ponent in mantle differentiation.

3. Latitudinal distribution of global seismicity

We have analyzed the global distribution of seismic events for
magnitudes M≥7.0, which release about 90% of the elastic energy of
plate tectonics, using the Centennial Catalog (CC) updated with the
USGS/NEIC global catalog. We call this new catalog MGE7 global.
The CC is a global catalog which contains the locations and

magnitudes of instrumentally recorded large earthquakes (Engdahl
and Villaseñor, 2002). In this catalog that extends from 1900 to April
2002 all available magnitudes for each earthquake have been reduced
to a common, reliable value. Thus completeness is practically ensured
for magnitudesMw≥7.0. The CC has been updated to September 2007
by adding all the events with Mw≥7.0 extracted from the USGS/NEIC
global catalog. The MGE7 global contains 1719 events with Mw≥7.0
and the locations clearly delineate the plate margins and the defor-
mation areas. Nevertheless, the seismicity is latitude dependent and
decreases with increasing latitude. The distribution of the normalized
frequency of the events in 10° bins shows that polar regions are not
affected by seismic activity with Mw≥7.0, and that most of the events
fall in the range −10°bLat≤0° N (Fig. 5). The normalized energy
computed by the classical relationship (Kanamori, 1977) shows
that more than 73% of the elastic energy is radiated in the range
−30°bLat≤30°N. Thesepatterns support a rotational and astronomical
tuning of plate tectonics: at low latitudes, plates tend to move faster,
transform faults are longer, seismic activity is globally higher, etc.

4. Length of the day (LOD) versus seismicity

Varga et al. (2005) have shown the existence of a relationship
between the number of events occurring per year (N) and LOD time
series: as LOD increases, N is higher and vice versa. Similar relation
exists between the energy released globally by large events (Mw≥7.0)
per year, and LOD.We have analyzed the time series of LOD, detrended
from secular drift, N and log10E considering a time span of more than a
century (1900–2007). The LOD time series is composed by the yearly
averaged time series of JPL (1832–1997) completed with the com-
bined C04 solutions up to 2007, provided by the International Earth
Rotation and Reference System Service (IERS) (Bizouard and Gambis,
2008). The N time series consists of the yearly number of events
occurred from 1900 to September 2007, the log10E time series is the
log10 of the global seismic energy yearly released. Since we are
interested to identify long periods, the two time series are smoothed
with a 5 yr moving average (a low-pass filter). To make an effective
comparison, the two time series have been normalized. Fig. 6 shows
the LOD, log10E and N time series after the normalization.
The search for non-random processes in the normalized time

series of LOD, log10E and N is made, as a first step, by the Lomb
normalized periodogram. LOD and N have significant peaks centered
at 34 yr, corresponding respectively to normalized powers of 12.6 and
14.6, well beyond the value of 7.6, limit of the 95% level. The LOD and
log10E time series have significant periods at 51 yr, corresponding to
normalized powers of 11.2 and 27.5 respectively.
The temporal interval common to the two time series is rather

limited (102 yr), thus the detection of long periodicities is affected by a
low resolution: the nearest peaks that can be really detected correspond
to the frequency interval f=0.0294±0.0098 yr−1equivalent to the
time interval of 25.5–51.0 yr. Therefore, we can conclude that the peaks
identified in LOD, log10E andN are significant but the time series are too
short to detect with good resolution the real value of these periodicities.
The cross-correlation between the sequences has been computed in

the frequency domain. The procedure is equivalent to the convolution
with one of the two sequences reversed in time. At time lag 0, the cross-
correlation between LOD and N is 0.79, and between LOD and log10E
is 0.81, both significant at the 95% confidence level. The magnitude
squared spectral coherence is a positive normalized function of fre-
quency and indicates how well one series corresponds to the other at
each frequency. The spectral coherence of LOD and N approaches
saturation at about 0.65 after about 20 yr; a higher level of coherence at
low frequency is obtainedbetweenLODand log10E, though it reaches the
asymptotical value of about 0.78 after about 30 yr (Fig. 7).
It has been shown that seismicity is not able to significantlymodify

the LOD (Chao and Gross, 2005). Therefore the seismicity cannot be

Fig. 5. Distribution of normalized N (number of earthquakes with Mw≥7.0) and E
(elastic energy released by earthquakes with Mw≥7.0) grouped in 10° latitude bins,
from the catalog —MGE7 global (earthquakes withMw≥7.0 in the period 1900–2007).
The outstanding energy release of the Chile earthquake (1960,Mw=9.5) is well visible.
Polar regions are silent whereas the seismic activity is maximum at low latitudes.

Fig. 6. Normalized time series of LOD (length of the day), N (number of earthquakes
with Mw≥7.0), and log10E (energy). The cross-correlation between LOD and N, and
between LOD and log10E is significant at 95% confidence level.
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responsible of the large and long-term LOD oscillations, and we
argue that the process responsible for the LOD oscillation is the same
as the one controlling the seismicity variation in time. Wang et al.
(2000) have demonstrated a correlation betweenmounting stress and
increase of the LOD along faults in China. The correlation appearsmost
typically on decade time scales and seems to be direction-dependent.
The variability of the Earth's rotation vector relative to the body of

the planet is caused by the gravitational torque exerted by the Moon,
Sun and planets, displacements of matter in different parts of the
planet and other possible excitationmechanisms. The solid Earth tides
are deformations of the Earth that cause limited variations of the
Earth's rotation vector and are not able to excite long period
oscillations of LOD: the largest tidally induced LOD fluctuations are
due to the fortnightly zonal tides, with amplitudes within 1 ms. Minor
effects are due tomonthly, semi-annual, and annual zonal tides (Yoder
et al., 1981; Paquet et al., 1997), while the symmetric diurnal and
semidiurnal tides cannot excite the LOD.
The secular linear decrease of the Earth rotation is mainly the

consequence of a permanent phase lag in the deformation of the
inelastic equatorial bulge due to the Moon attraction; its amplitude is
estimated at 0.017 ms/yr (IERS Earth Orientation Center web site). To
conserve the angular momentum of the system, the Earth's decelera-
tion is mostly compensated by the enlarging of the Moon's orbit, at a
rate of 38.2±0.7 mm/yr (Dickey et al., 1994). The Earth spin has a
variable rate now as in the past. The duration of day was about 19 h
2.5 Gyr ago, 21 h 0.5 Gyr ago, and it has been increasing during the last
500 Myr at a rate of about 1.79 ms/century (Denis et al., 2002).
The long-term variations of the Earth's angular velocity are mainly

due to two different components with opposite effects: the tidal
dissipation and the decrease of Earth oblateness, respectively acting to
slow and to increase the Earth's angular velocity. The post-glacial
rebound induces a net transfer of matter within the Earth toward
higher latitudes, decreasing the Earth's moment of inertia and thereby
decreasing LOD (Lambeck, 1980). There are shorter time scale
variations of the LOD with wavelength of decades, or even seasonal
and higher frequency oscillations (Jault et al., 1988; Kane and Trivedi,
1990; Marcus et al., 1998).

5. Solid Earth's energy budget and the plate tectonics expenditure

In plate tectonics it is assumed that the inertia and acceleration of
the individual plates are nonexistent or negligible, and thus the plates
are in dynamic equilibrium (Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975). At present, the
solid Earth can be considered in energetic equilibrium: the energy
sources that keep running its dynamical processes and the most

significant phenomena consumers of terrestrial energy resources are
equivalent in magnitude (see the Appendix). Thus it is natural to
assume that the balance is in quasi equilibrium, i.e. there is no
statistically meaningful difference between the total of income and
expenditure energy rates. This circumstance allows for relatively small
energy sources to influence global tectonic processes andwe think the
tidal despinning is able to influence plate tectonics through the
westward lithospheric drift (Bostrom,1971; Knopoff and Leeds, 1972).
Small perturbations in the velocity of rotation trigger the release of a
large amount of energy and seismicity (Press and Briggs, 1975). The
energy rate necessary to move the Earth's shields, i.e. to move the
thicker lithosphere relative to the underlying poorly developed low-
velocity channel (as in the Baltic area), has been estimated at about
4·1018 J/yr (Knopoff, 1972). Similar value is found by considering the
energy of formation of tectonic dislocations that can be estimated as
the consume of energy rate Ė necessary for lateral displacement of
the lithosphere plates relative to the viscous mantle. Thus, it can be
written as (Maslov, 1991).

E ̇ = χ �ω2 � a
4 � π2
4 � h = χ � v2 � a

2 � π2
4 � h = χ � v2 � D

2

h

One classical valueofmantle viscosity isχ=1022Poise (1P=0.1Pa s),
the plate angular (lateral) speed ω=1.7 °/yr·10−6 (v=2 cm/yr),
a=6.371·108 cm the mean Earth's radius and the thickness of the
crust h=100 km one gets Ė=1.27·1019 J/yr. In the above equation
D=π·a/2 (D=1·109 cm) serves as horizontal scale of the plates.
If we consider thewhole lithosphere this value has to bemultiplied

for 16/π obtaining Ė=6.5·1019 J/yr. Recent papers show a model
of post-seismic relaxation indicating viscosity values of 1018 Poise
(Aoudia et al., 2007; Melini et al., 2008). Consequently, the power
needed to move the lithosphere could be significantly lowered, pos-
sibly to Ė=6.5·1015 J/yr.
The tidal friction in the Earth–Moon system can be determined on

the basis of the temporal variation of the Earth's rotational energy plus
the Moon orbital's energy

ET =
1
2
Cω2 +

1
2
a2mn

2
m � M �Mm

M + Mm

� �
− G

M �Mm

am

where C, ω and M are the polar moment of inertia, the angular speed
and the mass of the Earth, and am, nm and Mm are the Earth–Moon
distance, the Moon's orbital speed and the mass of the Moon, re-
spectively, while G stands for the gravitational constant. Using
Kepler's third law and conservation of momentum in the Earth–
Moon system, Ė=C=(ω−nm) ω̇; introducing the parameter's values
provided by the IERS, we obtain Ė=1.2·1020 J/yr. Most of this
dissipation occurs in the oceans and shallow seas and only a limited
part in the mantle. According to Ray (2001) the tidal dissipation
in the mantle amounts maximum to 0.42·1019 J/yr, whereas the
total oceanic and shallow seas dissipation is about 0.75·1020 J/yr
(Egbert and Ray, 2000). Therefore the residual available power, about
0.4·1020 J/yr is larger than the one required to move the lithosphere
with respect to themantle, andwe think that the Earth's rotation plays
a key role in the generation of the relative shear.

6. The decoupling in the upper asthenosphere

The decoupling at the base of the lithosphere is suggested by a
number of independent evidences, namely 1) themotion of the Pacific
plate relative to themantle source of the Hawaii volcanic track, as well
as similar seamounts trails, needs a decoupling zone between litho-
sphere and themagmatic source; 2) the kinematic of plates indicates a
migration of plate boundaries relative to each other and relative to the
mantle (e.g., Garfunkel et al., 1986); 3) the shear wave splitting ana-
lysis points out for a shear between the lithosphere and the mantle,

Fig. 7. Spectral coherence between LOD, N and LOD, log10E. The latter are more coherent
at long periods than the first two. The saturation value of 0.65 is reached after 20 yr,
when LOD and N are considered, while it reaches 0.78, after 30 yr, in the case of LOD and
log10E.
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concentrated in the asthenosphere, where olivine crystals tend to
align along the direction of motion of plates relative to the mantle
(Gung et al., 2003; Debayle et al., 2005); 4) the notion of the net
rotation or westward drift of the lithosphere computed in the hotspot
reference frame (Gripp and Gordon, 2002), and supported by the
asymmetry of tectonic features, requires a generalized decoupling
between the lithosphere and the mantle, regardless of its nature
(Doglioni, 1993); 5) the top of the asthenosphere (100–220 km) is
marked by a pronounced decrease in velocity (the Low Velocity Zone,
LVZ) of both P and S seismic waves, pointing for the occurrence of
some melt (Panza, 1980); 6) most of the Earth's magmatism forms in
the upper asthenosphere (e.g., Foulger and Jurdy, 2007), and the
partial melting decreases the viscosity; and 7) the faster plate relative
to the mantle has the lowest measured viscosity values (5×1017 Pa s,
Pollitz et al., 1998).
The amount of decoupling in the asthenosphere is function of the

viscosity of the layer. Moreover, the viscosity of the asthenosphere
computed on the time scale of post-glacial rebound (10 ka) can be
significantly different from the one related to long lasting processes
(10Ma). The viscosity quantifies the resistance of a fluid to flow, and it
is the ratio between the shear stress and the strain rate. Somematerials
have a viscosity that depends on the time scale of an applied shear
stress. The time scale of tidal drag can be considered as infinite. Studies
of the mantle's mechanical properties during the last decades have
repeatedly pointed out the non linear rheology of the mantle (e.g.,
Caputo, 1986; Kornig and Muller, 1989; Ranalli, 1995), which usually
implies that viscosity in the asthenosphere decreases as the shear
stress raises. The viscosity of the mantle based on the post-glacial
rebound computation has four main limitations to our purpose: 1) it
gives values at a much shorter time scale than the one of plate tectonic
processes; 2) the viscosity is averaged on the mantle section loaded
and unloaded by the ice cap, e.g., 2000 km, about 10 times thicker than
the upper asthenosphere that may locally have much lower viscosity;
3) the viscosity is inferred by vertically loading and unloading the
mantle, being 1 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than the viscosity
measured under horizontal shear; and 4) a 50–100 km thick layer with
low viscosity remains invisible to post-glacial rebound modeling.
Jordan (1974) recognized that the tidal despinning is supplying a

relevant amount of energy sufficient to move plates, but he argued
that the viscosity of the asthenosphere is too high in order to allow a
decoupling of the overlying lithosphere induced by the Earth's
rotation (Ranalli, 2000). However new evidences support the
presence of an ultra-low seismic velocity at the top of the astheno-
sphere (Rychert et al., 2005), whichmight correspond to the presence,
in the asthenospheric LVZ, of a layer withmuch lower viscosity than so
far expected (Rychert et al., 2005; Aoudia et al., 2007). A justification
for the existence of an ultra-thin viscosity anisotropy zone in the
asthenosphere is supplied by Marone and Romanowicz (2007), even
though so far limited to whole North America. Their Fig. 4c clearly
shows the necessity of a thin decoupling zone at a depth of about
200 km where there is an abrupt shift of about 90° of the fast axis
direction. Petrological and laboratory experiments also point for very
low viscosity in the asthenosphere, particularly when intra-crystal
pockets of melt occur (Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995; Holtzman et al.,
2003; Dingwell et al., 2004; Liebske et al., 2005). Water content in the
asthenosphere can drastically lower its viscosity to 1015 Pa s
(Korenaga and Karato, 2008). Moreover, the viscosity in the astheno-
spheric LVZ can be orders of magnitude lower when measured under
horizontal shear with respect to the viscosity computed by vertical
unloading due to post-glacial rebound (Scoppola et al., 2006).
It is important to remember that a thin ultra-low viscosity layer is

invisible to post-glacial rebound viscosity computation due to the
channel flow effect (Cathles, 1975) or to the geoid variation (Marquart
et al., 2005). Therefore the occurrence of such a layer cannot be
excluded a priori. The larger decrease in velocity of Vs than Vp in the
low-velocity layer points for a significant amount of melt in the upper

asthenosphere, accordingly to the fact that the geotherm is warmer
than the solidus at 150–200 km depth. Electromagnetic studies seem
to support the presence of an intra-asthenosphere layer with larger
amount of fluids (Heinson, 1999) that would drop the LVZ viscosity.
Jin et al. (1994) have shown how the intra-crystalline melt in the

asthenospheric peridotites under shear can generate a viscosity of
about 1012 Pa s (Stevenson, 1994), a value compatible with the plate
tectonics driven by the Earth's rotation (Scoppola et al., 2006).
Therefore the presence of an ultra-low viscosity layer in the upper

asthenosphere (Fig.1) canbeconsideredasapossibilitywith thepresent
available techniques of mantle sampling and laboratory experiment.

7. Model

The Earth system (solid Earth+hydrosphere+atmosphere) has
an effective viscoelasticity which reacts with some delay with respect
to the Earth and Moon alignment. The Earth would tend to move
backward along this alignment (Fig. 8). The about 2–3° tidal lag angle
between the tidal bulge and the gravitational alignment between the
Earth and the Moon (e.g., Touma and Wisdom, 1994) determines a
permanent torque toward the “west”, opposite to the E-ward rotation
of the planet. This torque is considered responsible for the secular
deceleration of the Earth, and acts directly on the lithosphere.
In our model, the visco-elastic lithosphere (say 100 km thick) is

dragged “westward” by the tidal torque, above a decoupling zone (50–
100 km thick) with visco-plastic behavior, corresponding to the LVZ in
the asthenosphere. The LVZ, where the mantle partly melts because
the geotherm is higher than the mantle solidus, should correspond to
a drastic decrease in viscosity of the upper asthenosphere, allowing
the tidal torque to focus the dissipation of its energy in this layer
(Fig. 9). It has to be noted that the mainstream of plate motion
described by Crespi et al. (2007) has an angle of about 30° with
respect to the equator, close to the revolution plane of the Moon about
the Earth (28°), although this overlap is intermittent.
The solid Earth tide accompanies this translation provoking a

semidiurnal oscillation of the lithosphere. The period 12 h25′

Fig. 8. Cartoon showing the Earth's bulge deviation (delay) from the (gravitational)
Earth–Moon alignment of about 2–3° due to the visco-elastic nature of the Earth. This
distribution of the mass tends to pull the planet along the gravitational alignment,
acting permanently toward the “west”, on the Moon's revolution plane. Since it acts in
versus opposed to the E-ward rotation of the planet, this torque is considered
responsible for the slow Earth's despinning. The torque can push the lithosphere
horizontally, westward relative to the underlying mantle: tides generate waves that
swing the lithosphere horizontally and vertically, and are accompanied by gravity
variations of opposed sign. Therefore the lithosphere undergoes a permanent,
isoriented oscillation.
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corresponds to the mean semidiurnal lunar wave M2, which is re-
sponsible first of all for the generation of tidal bulge; the solid Earth
tides have a well-known vertical oscillation of 300–400 mm/12 h25′,
but they also have a relevant 150–200 mm/12 h25′ horizontal swing-
ing. Under a permanent torque, this oscillation may induce a tiny
strain in the upper asthenosphere, say 0.1–0.2 mm. The cumulative
effect of this small horizontal motion, which repeats twice a day, may
well reach several centimeters (7–14) per year necessary to guarantee
a lithosphere plate motion, at least partly decoupled from the deeper
mantle, i.e., the net rotation or so-called W-ward drift of the litho-
sphere relative to the mantle (e.g., Crespi et al., 2007). In other words
the horizontal shear determined by the persisting westward torque
acting on an asthenosphere that undergoes the mechanical fatigue
exerted by the semidiurnal tidal oscillation, might allow the relative
motion of the overlying lithosphere. The advantage of this mechanism
is to act contemporaneously all over the lithosphere.
A statistically significant correlation has been shown between

seismicity (M≥5.5 global shallow thrust earthquakes) and higher
peak tidal stresses at continent–ocean margins, where there is a large
ocean-loading component of tidal stress (Ray, 2001). However,
compressive earthquakes occur more frequently during the high
tide (Cochran et al., 2004) whereas extensional earthquakes are more
frequent during low tides (Wilcock, 2001). In compressional tectonic
settings the vertical load is expressed by σ3, whereas it is given by σ1
in extensional tectonic settings. During a high tide (both solid and
fluid) we could expect a thicker section of rocks and water and
therefore an increase of the lithostatic load. However, during the high
tide, the gravity is at the minimum, opposite to the sign of the tide.
Therefore, the lithostatic load (ρgz, where ρ is density, g, gravity, and
z, thickness) becomes smaller during the high tide, and larger during

the low tide. This oscillating wave determines a decrease of σ3 during
the high tide, and an increase of σ1 during the low tide. In the first
case the Mohr circle enlarges to the left, while in the second case it
enlarges to the right. Both opposite cases facilitate rupture in com-
pressional and extensional settings respectively (Fig. 10).
In this view, the oscillating horizontal component of the tides load

and pump the tectonic system, drop by drop, slowly but steadily,
whereas the vertical component of the tides might be the unloading
mechanism when enough energy has accumulated along fault zones.
As an example, during the recent Apennines L'Aquila earthquake
sequence (April 6, 2009), the main event (Mw=6.3, extensional focal
mechanism, NEIC) occurred very near to a gravity maximum (low
solid tide), thus suggesting that the larger the lithostatic load, the
larger is σ1 and the activation of extensional stresses.
Since the lithosphere has been documented to be in a critical state,

small variations of the lithostatic load even of few Pascalmay trigger the
rupture or the slow viscous flow of rocks (e.g., Twiss andMoores, 1992).

8. Discussion and conclusions

In this paperwedescribe indetail the asymmetrybetweenW-directed
and E- or NE-directed subduction zones, both in terms of morphology
(Fig. 3), geology, and geophysical signatures (Fig. 4). The distribution in
space and time of global seismicity (Mw≥7) is latitude dependent (Fig. 5),
being very low in the polar regions. Moreover, the time series of LOD,
log10E and N (Fig. 6) have significant correlation and spectral coherence,
particularly for periodicities longer than 25.5 yr (Fig. 7). The LODdecrease
corresponds to an increase of the Earth's oblateness and to a polhody
amplitude decrease (Lambeck, 1980; Bizouard and Gambis, 2008).
Accordingly modulated are the occurrence of large seismic events and

Fig. 9. Is focused in the asthenosphere, where the geotherm is above the temperature of mantle solidus, and small pockets of melt can induce a strong decrease of the viscosity in the
upper part of the asthenosphere. The viscosity in this layer, the Low Velocity Zone of the asthenosphere, can be much lower than the present-day estimates of the asthenosphere
viscosity based on the post-glacial rebound, because the horizontal viscosity under shear can be several orders of magnitude lower than the vertical viscosity computed averaging the
whole asthenosphere. This should be the basic decoupling zone for plate tectonics, where the lithosphere moves relative to the underlying mantle. Tidal waves are too small to
generate plate tectonics. However, their horizontal isorientedmovement, might determine a fundamental consequence. The lithosphere, being swung horizontally by the solid tide of
say 150 mm/semidiurnal, may, under a permanent torque, retain a small but permanent strain (e.g., a shift of 0.1 mm/semidiurnal). At the end of the year this slow restless
deformation amounts to a cumulative effect of several centimeters which is consistent with the observed plate motion and thus could be what we consider the net rotation of the
lithosphere.
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the release of seismic energy: as the Earth slows down (increase of LOD)
the seismicity (either E or N) increases and vice versa. We speculate that
similar periodicities should affect also GPS velocities when sufficient time
span of measurements will be covered, i.e., plates should move with
similar periodicities, due to oscillating tidal torques and Earth's oblateness
acting on the lithosphere.
The up and down of the solid Earth tides are too small to drive

plates (e.g., Ray et al., 2001). However, the horizontal permanent
torque exerted by the misalignment of the tidal bulge and the Earth–
Moon gravitational trajectory rather provides a relevant amount of
energy. We have reviewed the gross energy budget of the Earth, and
the rotational-despinning energy dissipation can be considered
sufficient to contribute significantly in moving plates, particularly if
an ultra-low viscosity layer is present at the top of the asthenosphere,
allowing the relative westward decoupling of the lithosphere.
The lithosphere and the underlying mantle represent a self-

organized system in a critical state – SOC system (Stern, 2002) – open
to external perturbations; plate tectonics is an example of a self-
organizing complex system of hierarchical blocks in a critical state
(Prigogine and Stengers, 1984). The Gutenberg–Richter law shows
that large magnitude earthquakes are very rare events (Stein and
Wysession, 2003), thus the energy released by one big earthquake
seems to deplete temporally the energy budget of plate tectonics, i.e. a
slab interactingwith the surroundingmantle is not an isolated system,
but it participates to a global expenditure of the stored energy.
Plate tectonics is an Earth's scale phenomenology, and the energy

source for its activation is not concentrated in limited zones (e.g.,
subduction zones), but it acts contemporaneously all over the whole
Earth's lithosphere, like the Earth's rotation. Romashkova (2009) has
recently shown how the planet seismicity indicates that the Earth's
lithosphere can be considered as a single whole. Only the global

seismicity follows the Gutenberg–Richter law, while this simple SOC
relation does not hold when considering smaller portions of the Earth
(Molchan et al., 1997). All these evidences and models are in favor,
even if not conclusive, of a significant contribution to plate tectonics
by the Earth's rotation.
Our model supports an origin of plate tectonics inwhich the classic

mantle convection is complemented and polarized by the steady-state
torque provided by the tidal bulge misalignment. The horizontal
component of the Earth's tide pumps the system; the vertical com-
ponent of the tides excites gravity oscillations, which locally load and
unload the tectonic features (Fig. 11). Low solid tide (larger gravity)
favors extensional tectonics, whereas high solid tide (lower gravity)
triggers compressional tectonics.
The differential velocity among plates would be controlled by the

viscosity-related variable decoupling at the base of the lithosphere,

Fig.10.During their passage, tidal waves determine very small variations of gravity. However these slight variations of the lithostatic load, acting on a lithosphere, which is slowly but
persistently pumpedwestward, could determine the increase or decrease of σ1 in extensional environments, or σ3 in compressional tectonic settings. Therefore the same variation of
the lithostatic load acts in an opposite way in the two different tectonic settings. In this model, the horizontal component of the solid Earth tide slowly accumulates the stress,
whereas the vertical component could allow the downloading of the stress as a function of the tectonic setting and the orientation of the faults relative to the tidal waves.

Fig.11. Schematic flowpatterns describing the coexistence of Earth's convection and the
rotational shear. In this model, the cooling of the Earth, enhancing mantle convection, is
added by the shear associated to the horizontal component of the solid Earth tide, thus
triggering the westward drift of the lithosphere.
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combined with other forcing mechanisms of mantle convection such
as mantle drag and slab pull. Numerical and analogue modeling
should further test this model.
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Appendix A

Earth's energy budget and the plate tectonics expenditure

Table 2 shows the energy sources that keep running the dynamical
processes of the Earth and the phenomena that are the most sig-
nificant consumers of terrestrial energy resources.
According to Iriyama (1977), the most important sources of energy

income rate are the accretion ĖA, the core formation (differentiation)
ĖC, the radioactive decay (radiogenic heat production) ĖR and the tidal
friction ĖT. Themain components of the energy expenditure rate of the
Earth's planetary energy budget are represented by the heat flow ĖHF
and the global tectonic moment rate ĖTM, following the global esti-
mation of Kreemer et al. (2002). The annual rate values here reported
are the results of a compilation of the estimates available in the
literature, here briefly discussed.
The real errors of the estimates reported in Table 2 cannot be

determined so that we prefer to discuss their order of magnitude. Thus
it is natural to assume that the balance is in quasi equilibrium, i.e.
there is no statistically meaningful difference between the total of
energy rate income and energy rate expenditure.
There are several attempts of estimation of solid Earth's energy

rates; consequently we consider useful to report here the minimum
and maximum values found in literature.

Energy income rate

Accretion
The birth and infancy of the Earth was a time of gravitational

accumulation and profound differentiation. The total of our knowl-
edge indicates that, in all probability, these events were comparatively
rapid and took place very early and simultaneouslywith the formation
of the Earth itself. The time span of accretion and differentiation (core
formation) should be between 100 thousand to hundred million years
(Monin, 1978; Walter and Trønes, 2004).
The energetics of the gravitational accumulation process has two

different scenarios:

– the kinetic energy of the large number of small particles ap-
proaching the proto-planet is used for heating.

– the kinetic energy of falling bodies is used up for erosion of the globe
(cratering and ejection of fragments of rocks from the planet).

The accretion energy rates ĖA given by different authors, to char-
acterize the accretion process, show a relatively significant scatter that
depends upon the kind of assumptions made, namely:

– 1.9·1021 J/yr (Sasaki and Nakazawa, 1986)
– 4.9·1021 J/yr (Janle and Meissner, 1986)
– 4.9·1021 J/yr (Verhoogen, 1980)
– 5.6·1021 J/yr (Iriyama, 1977)

thus

ĖA min=1.9·1021 J/yr (Sasaki and Nakazawa, 1986)
ĖA max=5.6·1021 J/yr (Iriyama, 1977)

Core formation
The range of core formation energy rates ĖC presented in different

contributions is relatively small due to the use of more or less similar
theoretical models:

– 3.2·1021 J/yr (Flasar and Birch, 1973)
– 3.3·1021 J/yr (Iriyama, 1977)
– 3.5·1021 J/yr (Monin, 1978)
– 3.6·1021 J/yr (Birch, 1965)

thus

ĖC min=3.2·1021 J/yr (Flasar and Birch, 1973)
ĖC max=3.6·1021 J/yr (Birch, 1965).

Radioactive decay
In the earliest stage of the Earth's history (4 billion years BP) the

radiogenic heat production was about five times higher than at the
PresentEpoch (Rybach,1976). Short-lived isotopeswithhalf-lives of 105–
107 yr, or even much shorter, may have had sufficient effect to melt the
central parts of the formingproto-planet. Over the4.6 Eon (Eon=109 yr)
lifetime of the Earth, four long-life isotopes 238U, 235U 232Th and 40K gave
the most important contribution to the radiogenic heat production. The
amount of radioactive heat in the crust is 8 TW, in the mantle 23 TW,
while in the core it is about 9 TW (Anderson, 1989). More recently Lay
et al. (2008) slightly increase these values to a total of 46±3 TW,
although a debate on the topic is still alive; for example Hofmeister and
Criss (2005) suggest a lower value (31±1 TW). The radioactive annual
rates ĖR published in different scientific contributions are:

• 2.1·1020–2.1·1021 J/yr (Bott, 1982)
• 1.3·1021 J/yr (Anderson, 1989)
• 2.1·1021 J/yr (Iriyama, 1977)

thus

ĖR min=0.2·1021 J/yr (Bott, 1982)
ĖR max=2.1·1021 J/yr (Iriyama, 1977).

Tidal friction
The tidal friction energy rate ĖT is (0.04–0.12)·1021 J/yr. The value

of the despinning rate was five time smaller during Archean and
Proterozoic than during the last 570 Ma (Phanerozoic) (Varga, 2006).
Thus,

ĖT min=0.04·1021 J/yr (Zschau, 1986)
ĖT max=0.11·1021 J/yr (Varga, 2006)

Table 2
Energy budgets of the solid Earth.

Energy income (J/yr)×1021 Energy expenditure (J/yr)×1021

Accretion ĖA 1.9–5.5 Heat flow ĖHF 1.4–1.5
Core formation ĖC 3.2–3.6
Radioactive decay ĖR 0.2–2.1 Tectonic moment rate ĖTM 5.7–7.6
Tidal friction ĖT 0.04–0.1
Total energy income 5–11 Total energy expenditure 7–9
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Total energy income rate ĖIN=(5÷11)·1021 J/yr. Then, the
average value is

Ė IN
Aν =(8±3)·1021 J/yr

Energy expenditure

Heat flow
ĖHF min=1.4·1021 J/yr (Turcotte and Schubert, 2002; Lowrie, 2007).
ĖHF max=1.5·1021 J/yr (Lay et al., 2008).

Tectonic moment rate
Numerically, most of the energy expenditure goes into the global

tectonic momentum ĖTM and this shows that most of the energy loss is
related to plate tectonic activities. The tectonicmoment rate estimated
by Kreemer et al. (2002) is 7.0·10

21

and is considered by the authors
as a minimum value because it is estimated during a period of low
seismic activity and on a short time span. Effectively, the tectonic
moment rate strongly depends on the level of seismicity. Conse-
quently we have recomputed this rate on our catalog (see the main
manuscript) and applying the geometrical mean first on the same
time span of Kreemer et al. (2002), obtaining the minimum value;
then on the whole catalog, obtaining the maximum value.

ĖTM max=5.7·1021 J/yr
ĖTM max=7.6·1021 J/yr

Total energy expenditure ĖȮUT=(7÷9)·1021 J/yr. Then, the
average value is

Ė OUT
Aν =(8±3)·1021 J/yr

Energy expenditure-income ΔĖ̇=0 J/yr.
The balance is again in quasi equilibrium, i.e., there is no sta-

tistically meaningful difference between the total of energy rate
income and expenditure.
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